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Thank you for
enquiring
In this guide you will find more about us, what we can do for you
and the packages we offer.

We are a duo of enthusiastic creative people who will go
out of their way to make your event extra special and
make you and your guests feel like superstars!

John & Stéphanie

What can you expect?
We are not an ordinary photo booth.
We create a buzz of excitement with stunning photos and wow
your guests with an amazing entertainment.
We believe in high quality beautiful instant photos: that's what
we do best.
What makes us different is:
Unique beautiful photos
Exclusive backdrops
Custom made red carpet set up
Two expert operators
A real social experience

We Capture
Exclusive Photos
We design a unique overlay especially for you.
No other couple will have the same.
The overlay adjusts to your style and colour palette.
Our product comes as a beautiful full frame 6" x 4" photo with a
stylish overlay with a personalised message or monogram.
The photos are printed on a premium satin finish photo paper.

Discover our Work

Types of overlays
Part of what makes us different is the design freedom that we
bring to each project.
We specialise in full frame 6" x 4" photos because we believe that
people truly appreciate a large beautiful capture of themselves.
They would proudly frame it at home or post it on Instagram.

Badges & Ornaments
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Banner at the
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Stunning
Backdrops

Our backdrops are custom made using great quality materials.
Our tension backdrops from the Classic Collection are all unique,
curated to compliment people's complexion as well as looking
great from a distance. We select opaque satin weave with a shine
to it printed with high definition and super defined bright
colours.
Our Deluxe Collection includes great artificial greenery and
florals to create epic compositions. We are proud of our
Tropicana and Rosie backdrops, first in line for our Deluxe
Collection. They are so irresistible they have become our bestseller backdrops.

Discover our Backdrops

Deluxe
Backdrops

Red Carpet
Set Up


Show your guests how special they are to you!
Since a photo booth is there to elevate your event and impress
your guests, why not choose it to look like a red carpet event?
Let your guests fancy themselves like celebrities!
We had it custom made to fit our great quality lighting, a
spectacular backdrop and we roll out the red carpet and rope
stanchions for a sleek look.

Two Expert
Operators
Why do we have more than one photo booth attendant?
The photo booth is always a success and quickly queues form.
Guests want to have several rounds of photos alone and with
friends and family.
We can guarantee a great service by having each attendant
dedicated to smaller groups of guests: behind the camera and at
the printing station.
Having two operators ensures the flow goes steady and we can
give enough time and care to each guest.

Fully Managed
Guest Book
We manage the guest book on the night so you can take a
keepsake back home at the end of the event.
We print an extra copy of the guest's favourite photo to stick
inside the guest book and invite the guest to write a lovely
message.
You get to take the guest at the end of the night.
The Deluxe Package includes a complimentary guest book so you
do not have to worry about it.

The Offer
We base our packages at 3 hours because that is the perfect
amount of time to make a difference at any event and allow for up
to 150 guests to enjoy several rounds in the photo booth.
Our prices reflect the time necessary for planning, designing,
transporting, setting up and packing and the photography and
printing services.
You get all the digitals sent to you after the event in only a couple
of days.

Deluxe Package
from £695
3 hours active hire (camera open for photos plus open printing station)
Unlimited instant prints
Unlimited sharing to phones via SMS or email
Bespoke overlay
Themed props from our collection
Two fun operators
Optional Moody or Black & White filters applied to the photos
All the digital photos sent to you after the event
Access to the collection of Deluxe backdrops including a foliage wall with
neon sign, a premium flower wall and the bohemian tassel tapestry
Complimentary guest book and we will manage it on the night

More About Our Work

Classic Package
from £550

3 hours active hire (camera open for photos plus open printing station)
Unlimited instant prints
Unlimited sharing to phones via SMS or email
Bespoke overlay
Themed props
Two fun operators
All the digital photos sent to you after the event
Backdrop from the Classic Collection
You provide the guest book and we will manage it on the night

More About Our Work

Payment
Terms
We ask for a £100 deposit to reserve your date.
Dates will not be held until we have received the deposit.
The balance is due 30 days before the date of the event.
We are open to discussing payment plans.

Our setting up
requirements
Our services include the time to set up and pack up the photobooth
along with the shooting time also called "active hire".
Space:
We need 4m x 4m minimum space on the floor and standard ceiling
height of 2.4m/ 8ft. ( 5m x 4m in the case of the Tropicana backdrop)
There must be enough space around to allow guests to enter and exit
the booth without difficulty.
We need access to a standard power socket.
Set up time:
It normally takes us 3 hours to set up and 2 hours to pack up.
We finish setting up right before opening the photobooth.
Please let us know early on if setting up early is required as we charge
for idle hours.
Ideal spot/room:
To be able to take quality shots, a darker space is necessary. When
possible, avoid locations with direct sunlight exposure against the
backdrop. Rooms like the Orangery or conservatories are to be
considered with care.
We do not set up in wide open outdoor spaces.

Conditions
Sharing to phones via text and email
The sharing of digitals to phones via email and text message is dependent on
the phone signal and the Internet Wifi in the room or location where the
photo booth is set up.
We try our best to plan ahead for the coverage but we cannot guarantee
instant sharing when the Internet provided at the venue is weak and the
phone reception in the room or location is poor.
In extreme cases when there is not enough coverage, Email and SMS shares
will queue and send out with a delay when there is a good internet/ phone
connection.

Extra fee for location outside the 60 miles radius from
Nottingham city
We are based in Nottingham city. This central location allows us to cover
most areas in England and Wales.
Our basic price only includes travel from Nottingham city to a location
within 60 miles radius. We charge an extra delivery fee that takes into
account the transport, mileage, set up and pack up for locations outside the
60 miles radius from Nottingham city.

Testimonials

"Our guests
commented on the
quality of the photos"

"Nothing was
too much trouble"

"John and Stephanie
were absolutely
amazing"

John and Stephanie were
absolutely brilliant in
providing a fun, interactive
and professional quality
photo booth.
The backdrop matched our
wedding theme perfectly
and our guests commented
on the quality of the
photos. Having our guest
book and unlimited prints
allowed everyone who
attended our wedding to
have fun and enjoy it as
much as possible.
I would highly recommend
this service! It is a fantastic
way to capture family and
friends!"


"What an amazing wedding
photo experience we had
with these guys!! Nothing
was too much trouble and
we had an absolute blast on
the night!! Our guests and us
absolutely loved it!! We even
had guests book for their
own wedding there and
then!!"

"What can I say about 7
Colours......
You were absolutely amazing
and all of my wedding guests
were overwhelmed by your
services both children and
adults. Not only are the
pictures and quality of snaps
fantastic, both John and
Stephanie were absolutely
amazing and I would highly
recommend anyone that's
organising a big event to get in
touch with 7 Colours as it was
an extra special amazing touch
on our special day.
Thanks again xx"


Emma& John, bride &
groom


Louise, bride

Leah, bride

Read More Testimonials

Next Step:
book your date
It is only £100 deposit to book your date.
Email us:

events@7colours.co.uk
Call or text us:

07954 057 386

visit our website:

www.7colours.co.uk
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